Don’t take our word for it...

“Really enjoyed working with David and the Rent Event staff. David went above and beyond
making sure all three events went as planned even with several changes made mid way.
Would definitely recommend and use them in the future.”

Susy West

“Joelee and David were so helpful. My daughter’s wedding was great and the after breakfast
was just as beautiful. 2 years later we are still getting calls saying how beautiful it was and
Dorflinger still has people telling them how grand it looked.(that was the setting for the wedding) we found we needed a refrig. Towards the end of the set-up and you were so great in delivering and setting it up. The plans were so detailed that when the crew got there early to setup they could with no problems and all was perfect. Thank you all so much for adding to the
specialness (is this a word?) of the days.”

Dianna Billard

“Joelee, David and all of the crew make Rent Event such a great local place to do business.
They are community minded, creative, and always sensitive to the budget of your event. The
installation crew makes it look easy and the setting is always beautiful!

Kelly Algona

“I have used Rent Event for both personal events and at my library. I highly recommend them
to other people that are looking for such services and always suggest that they contact Joelee!
I appreciate that your staff are always willing to work with me to best meet my needs. They are
also honest and tell me if my ideas won't work - and they offer an alternative solution that I just
did not even think about. You are my go-to rental company! If my daughter decides to have
a wedding that we would need to have a tent or rental items -- you are first on my list!”

Susan Jeffery

“I've been part of many events that have used your services as well as using them myself. I'm
always impressed with the time you are able to take to help with each event, ordering, setting
up and tearing down. I'm not sure how you have put together this team, but they are amazing
and truly appreciated.“

Brian Fulp

Don’t take our word for it...

“I really felt that working with Joelee was a pleasure. She was very patient with my budget and
the many revisions I needed for my quote. No matter how time-consuming it was she approached each revision with understanding and a smile. She also recommended several vendors in the area which was a nice touch. It was a great experience working with her. Oh and
she sent us a delicious bottle of honey after our event! Bonus Points!”

Customer wishes to remain anonymous

“I have worked with Joelee on several occasions. She has always handled my requests in a
professional and timely manner and has always delivered the right product, on time! Bravo!”

Rich Winkler

“I went to Rent-E-Vent with a unique balloon idea that I wanted for a gender reveal party. I had
previously asked two party stores if they could accommodate my request and neither understood what I was asking. Someone suggested I try Rent-E-Vent and within seconds of meeting Joelee and telling her what I was looking for I knew I went to the right place! The party
went off without a hitch and the balloon bouquet made for us was adorable! We had paid for a
weight which we figured would be your average dollar store balloon weight but it was the cutest
pair of pink baby booties to signify our soon to arrive baby girl! We will always use Rent-EVent for any special events in the future.”

Kristina Vega

“Only rented chairs for family dinner (9 chairs). The chairs were clean and in excellent condition. The price was very good.The staff allowed us extra time at the same price as it was a holiday. (xmas)..The office personnel were cheerful, helpful and performed the paperwork in a
timely fashion....My overall experience was excellent and would recommend Rent Event services to anyone!!!!!”

Jay Lawrence

“When I was planning our wedding I knew exactly what I wanted, vintage country. The first day
I talked to Joelee At Rent-e-vent she sent me pictures of exactly what I wanted. Obviously we
were on a budget but Joelee worked with us every step of the way. I had the wedding of my
dreams thanks to Rent-E-Vent.”

Raina Wildenburg

Don’t take our word for it...

“Joelee, you are excellent. Don’t ever change. Someday an event I put together will all work
out and I will be able to use your services more completely.”

Customer asked not to be identified

“We think it important to support our fellow local businesses--to find a local company such as
Rent Event that offers a wide variety of superior products and services these with stellar professionalism is simply a win, win for everyone. Keen Lake Camping and Cottage Resort.”

Janet

“Joelee is extremely professional, helpful and I have ALWAYS had a nice time working with
her! I will only call Joelee and her company when I have an event!!”

Jen & Mike Mercereau

“The planning staff at Rent-E-Vent was very knowledgeable about their inventory and how to
make use of it creatively to layout an area for an event. I found their assistance in providing
drawings and price quotes invaluable to my planning process. The options for table sizes and
heights and the quality of the chairs created a beautiful setting for my parents' 50th anniversary
party!”

Kristen McKissick

“Only used for chairs needed for additional seating for Christmas dinner, but used before for
son's Welcome Home from Iraq. Everyone is always pleasant and great to work with.”

Christine & Robert

“Hi, I have used you for about 5-6 years now and you have always been extremely professional and a pleasure to work with. Thank you and see you in the fall

Robert, Riverdale Country School

“Thank you so much for all your hard work! Our original rental place backed out about a month
before our wedding and your staff was amazing working with us and getting everything we
needed in such a short period of time. It made our wedding perfect!! Thank you!!”

Nicole Shaffer

Don’t take our word for it...

“Working with David and Joelee of Rent-E-Vent was awesome! We initially needed a tent,
chairs, place settings, and basically everything for our outdoor wedding of 200+ guests at The
Mansion at Noble Lane, and they came with great recommendations from Monique Greenwood (owner of the property). From the moment I spoke to David, he helped me relax as it all
seemed overwhelming. He emailed me the entire catalog and we went through everything-- he
reminded me of things I didn't know I needed, helped me decide between similar products
based on his expertise, suggested what I may/may not need (so I can stay within budget), and
he was just so reassuring during the entire process. Whenever I was unsure about something,
I called David-- I knew he would not only share his knowledge, but he would actually calm me
down. When it came to getting insurance for the rentals, David referred me to Joelee, who
was able to seek advice from their legal representation to review my existing wedding insurance policy. In the end, I was able to save hundreds of dollars. I finally met David closer to the
wedding date and he not only completed a walk-through of the property with us, but he also
helped us create a floor plan for the dinner, under the tent. Every step along the way, I found
that David was a wonderful resource and I can't stop raving about how much he has a gift to
calm a busy, stressed bride who is planning a large wedding from another state. He was timely, professional, and usually within 24 hours, I had a response and/or updated, easy-tounderstand quote in my inbox. All in all, I would highly recommend working with Rent-E-Vent!”

Beatrice Lohrs

“It is wonderful to have a local family business that has a staff of employees that care as much
as the owners. Customer satisfaction is foremost, and smiling helpful staff says it all.”

Ray Rottmund

“Working with Rent Event was a hassle free experience amidst what can be a very stressful
time of wedding planning! David was a pleasure to work with- efficient, effective and very
friendly. My partner and I would recommend them 100%.”

Customer wishes to remain anonymous

“As usual the team from Rent Event was professional and anticipated our needs. Great job!”

Vince Sciandra

Don’t take our word for it...

“Courteous office and delivery staff. Tent rental was in good condition. Prompt delivery/set up
and pick up.”

Thomas Nemeth

“I have used Rent Event for three events in the last 10 years. They have always been very
helpful, informative, friendly, and very professional. Information about costs, availability, options, was readily available. Staff was quite willing to help in any way, and was able to make
helpful suggestions, demonstrating their knowledge and experience. I will always go to them
whenever I need to plan an event!”

Lisa Rose

“The staff at Rent Event was very communicative, helpful, had great recommendations. They
were willing to go above and beyond to ensure our wedding day was a dream. I would definitely recommend their services to anyone planning an event!”

Sara Krull

“Staff was great. I was extremely disappointed in the quebbie, as I ruined every important
dance song we had and wouldn't play our play list. Music is such a huge part of us that it was
extremely upsetting! With that being said it was the only thing that went wrong at the wedding
so I have to be grateful for that. Also Joelee made right by it in the end, and I know she truly
felt bad! I would never hold this experience against Rent-E-Vent! They can't be blamed for
faulty equipment! I WOULD definitely rent from them again!”

Caressa Lill

“My husband and I owe you an apology for not getting this to you sooner! WE just want to express how wonderful you made the whole process with my son Jordan Sandlin and my new
daughter in law, Deirdre Osborne’s wedding planning. You were thoughtful, creative, diligent
and most of all, VERY PATIENT. I would definitely recommend you and Rent-E-Vent to all!

Ethel Schmitt
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